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ABSTRACT

Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. Denote by RN(D*) and N(D*)
the images of D* = D — {0} under the reduced norm and norm functions of D to F,
respectively. Algebraic properties of the abelian factor group G(D) := D*/RN(D*)D',
where D' is the derived group of D*, are investigated. It is shown that there is a group
homomorphism 4> : G(D) —* H(D), where H{D) := RN(D*)/N{D*), whose kernel is
a homomorphic image of the reduced Whitehead group SKi(D). Using this result, it is
proved that SK\(D) = {1} if and only if fi = Z(D') and 4> is an isomorphism, where U
is the subgroup of the existing n-th roots of unity in F and Z(D') is the centre of the
derived group of D*.
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When one looks at the Tannaka-Artin problem which was settled completely in 1975 by

a rather complicated counterexample of Platonov in [P] and later a simpler one by Draxl

in [D, p. 168], one wonders how these examples work. In this note we try to clarify the

situation by presenting necessary and sufficient conditions under which SKi (D) is trivial

and explain why the above mentioned counterexamples work. The main tool of our study

is the group G(D), introduced above, which is somewhat larger than SKi{D) but shares

almost the same algebraic properties as SKi(D). Some of the algebraic properties of the

group D*/F*D', where D is not necessarily finite dimensional over F are studied in [M],

[Ml], [M2] and [M3]. Throughout we denote by D1 the elements of reduced norm 1 in D*

and Q is the subgroup of the existing n-th roots of unity in F which may be trivial. Our

key result in this note is the following

Lemma 1. Let D be a division ring of index m over its centre F. Then for each

element a E D there exists an element c e U, defending on a, such that am = Ac, where

A = RND/F(O'), and RNp/F
 ts ihe reduced norm ofD to F. Furthermore, if a is contained

in a maximal cyclic extension of F, then c may be taken to be a commutator in D'.

Proof. Let f(t) = tn + bit71'1 + • • • + bn be the minimal polynomial of a over F, where

bj e F, i = 1, 2, • • •, n, and n = dimp F(a). By Wedderburn's Theorem, f(t) splits com-

pletely over F, i.e., there exists d{ G D*, i = 1, 2, • • •, n — 1, such that f(t) — (t — a)(t —

diad\l) • • • (t — dn-iad^lx). We know that NF(a)/F(a) = adiad{ 1rf2a^1 • • • dn-iad~^i.

P u t c = C1C2 • • - C n ^ i , w h e r e c , , i = 1 ,2 , • • • , n — 1 a r e c o m m u t a t o r s of t h e f o r m c* =

al~l(diad~1a~1)a~(l~1h A simple calculation now shows that NF^a)/jr(a) = anc. Put

ca = c~l to obtain a" = NF(ayF{o,)ca. Now, we know that a is contained in a maximal

subfield K, say, of D. Using the tower formula for norms, we obtain

NK/F{a) = NKIF{a)(NF(a)/F{a)) = [NF{a)/F(a)] * = (aV = amca

Since the norm and the reduced norm coincide on K we obtain am = RND/F(a)c, where
m

c = Ca £ D' n K. This completes the first part of the proof.

Finally, let F =< a > be the Galois group of K over F. Since NK/F(c) = RND/F(C) — 1,

by Hilbert's "satz 90", we may find some u £ K* C D* such that c = a{u)u~l. Now the

Skolem-Noether Theorem implies the existence of some v E D* such that o{u) = vuv~l ,

hence c = vuv~lu~l, and this completes the proof.

As a consequence of this lemma we obtain

Corollary 1. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. Then the abelian

factor group G{D) is torsion of exponent n. In particular, SKi(D) is torsion of a fixed

exponent dividing n.
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We observe that unlike the Wang's Theorem, (cf. [W]), which reduces the exponent
of SKi(D), we can not reduce the exponent of the group G(D). As an example, consider
the quaternions over the rational numbers.

Now the above corollary says that the torsion group G(D) is either trivial or it is
isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic groups of boundedly finite orders, by the Baer-
Pruffer's Theorem (cf. [R, p. 105]). When the group G{D) is trivial the reduced White-
head group of D is finite and it is completely determined by the n-th roots of unity in F

and the centre of the derived group of D*, as the following result shows;

Theorem 1. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. If G(D) is trivial,

then we have (1) SK^D) =* n/Z{D'), and (2) RN{D*) = N{D*).

Proof. (1) Assume that x G D1. Since Dl C D* = RN(D*)D', there exist a G RN(D*)
and c G U such that x = ac. Thus 1 = RN(x) = RN(ac) = an, i.e., a E Q. So Dl C ClD'.
It is clear that ttD1 C D\ and thus SKi(D) = QD'/D' ^ Q/V. n D' = Q/Z(D').
(2) We know that N(D*) C RN(D*). Assume that a e RN(D*) and take x € D* such
that RN(x) = a. We have x = be for some elements b G RN(D*) and c € D'. Thus
a = RN(x) = RN(bc) = bn and so o G N(D*), which completes the proof.

As an immediate consequence, we have

Corollary 2. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F such that G{D) =

{1}. Then SK^D) = {1} if and only ifQ = Z{D').

A partial converse to Theorem 1 may be stated as

Theorem 2. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. If SKi(D) = {1}

and RN(D*) = N(D*), then G{D) = {1}.

Proof. Take any element x G D* - RN(D*)D'. We know that RN(x) = un for some
element u G RN{D*). Now the element xju has reduced norm 1 and so x/u G D', i.e.,
x G RN(D*)D' which is a contradiction to the choice of x and so the result follows.

Combining the above theorems, one can easily show that

Corollary 3. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F such that SKi(D) =

{1}. Then G(D) - {1} if and only if RN{D*) = N{D*).

If the reduced norm is surjective, we can strengthen the above result in the form of

Corollary 4. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F such that the reduced

norm is surjective . Then G{D) = {1} if and only if RN(D*) = N(D*) and D1 = CID1.



Proof. One way is clear from the proof of Theorem 1. So assume that RN(D*) = N(D*)
and D1 = QD1. Take an element x G D* - RN{D*)D' = D* - F*D', and choose an
element u G RN(D*) such that RN(x) = un. Then the element x/u has reduced norm 1
and so we must have x/u = UJC, for some u 6 £l and c G D'', i.e., x = ULUC e F*D', which
contradicts the choice of x and so the result follows.

We know that if D* = RN(D*)D', then D* = F*D'; and the converse may not be
true unless the reduced norm is surjective. But we have the following

Corollary 5. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. If D* — F*D',
then RN{D*) = F*n. On the other hand if RN(D') = F*n and SKX{D) = {1}, then
D* = F*D'.

Proof. Take u e RN(D*), then there exists an element x G D* such that RN(x) = u.
We know that x = ac for some a G F* and c € D'. Thus u = RN(x) = RN(ac) = an

which means that RN(D*) C F*n. Assume now that u e F*n, say u = bn for some
b e F*. Take any element c e D' and consider the element x = be. We then have
RN(x) = RN(bc) = bn = u, which says that u e RN{D*) and so RN(D*) = F'n. Now,
the proof of the rest is similar to the one given in Theorem 2.

Corollary 6. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. If G(D) is trivial,

then RN(D*) = F*n.

Examples.
1. Consider the quaternions H r over the real numbers R. It is clear that f?(Hr) = {1}.

2. If we consider the quaternions Hq over the rational numbers Q. It can be easily shown

that G(Hq) / {1}. In fact, later results show that G(Hq) - fiiV(Hq)/JV(Hq).

In the following proposition we collect more properties of division rings D with G(D) =

{!}•

Proposition. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre Z(D) = F such that

G(D) = {1}. Then we have the following:

1. Ky{D) = F*/Z{D'),

2. We have D' = Z?(t) for each i, where D^ denotes the i-th derivative of D, and so D is

not solvable.

3. D*/Z(D*) =

Proof. The proofs are clear from the isomorphism theorems for groups.



Now we consider the case G{D) ^ {1}. Recalling that H(D) := "^ffi, we have the

following

Lemma 2. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. Then the following

sequence is exact:

RN(D*)D'

where i is the inclusion map and 0 is given by <p(xRN(D*)D') = RN(x)N(D*), for all

xeD*.

Proof. Define 0 : G(D) -+ H(D) by the rule <j>(xRN(D*)D') = RN(x)N(D*). We must

show that 4> is well-defined. Assume that xRN(D*)D' = yRN(D*)D\ or equivalently,

y'lx G RN(D*)D'. So there exist 6 £ RN(D*),c e D' such that y~yx = be. Taking the

reduced norm, we obtain RN(y~lx) = bn E N(D*), which shows that <j> is well-defined.

It is clearly seen that <fi is a surjective homomorphism. To find its kernel, we must find

all elements xRN(D*)D' in G{D) for which RN{x)N(D*) = JV(Z)*), or equivalently,

RN(x) G W(£>*). Take y € D* such that i2JV(x) = N(y) = RN(y)n, this shows that

y'nx e D1 or x € y™!?1. By Lemma 1, we know that yn = RN(y)cy for some Cj, e I?'.

Thus, x G i?iV(D*)D1 and the result follows.

Lemma 3. Lei D be a division ring of index n over its centre F such that SKi(D) = {1}

Then G{D) ^ H(D).

Proof. Define 4> a s m Lemma 2. We must show that the kernel of <j> is trivial. As in

the proof of Lemma 2, there is an element y G D* such that RN(x) = JV(y) ™ RN(y)n,

i.e., RN(y~nx) = 1. Since S/*Ti(D) = {1} we obtain x = ync for some c G D'. Now, by

Lemma 1, we know that yn = RN{y)cy for some cy G D'. Thus we obtain x 6 RN(D*)D'

and this completes the proof.

Lemma 4. Le£ D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. Then the following

sequence is exact:

n mi?))* J RN(D-)&
X h

^ {D) ^
D' ^ ^ U ^ J RN(D*)D'

where i is the inclusion map and ip is given by ip(xD') = xRN(D*)D', for all x G D1.

Proof. It is a routine check to see that ifi is well-defined and it is a group homomorphism

with the kernel indicated.

Lemma 5. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. Then the following



sequence is exact:
M 1 QDRN(D*) 9 fi
{1} • Z(D') n RN(D*) Z{D'Y

where d is given by $(a(Z(D') n RN{D*))) = aZ(D'), for allaeQn RN(D*).

Proof. The proof is routine and it is left for the reader.

We are now able to prove the main result of this note as

Theorem 3. Let D be a division ring of index n over its centre F. Then SKi(D) = {1}

if and only ifU = Z(D') and G(D) = H(D).

Proof. Assume that SKX{D) = {!}• We know that Z(D') C fi. Now we have D' C SID'

and QD' c D 1 ^ D', Thus SW' = D', which implies that Q = Z(D'). Now, Lemma 3

says that G{D) = H(D).
On the other hand, by the isomorphism theorems for groups we have

{Qil RN(D*))D' „ CinRNjD*) _ ttnRN(D*)
)nDf ~ Z(D') n RN(D*)"

If 0. — Z(D'), then Lemmas 5,4 imply that the kernel of 4> in Lemma 2 is isomorphic to

SKi(D). Now, since <fi is an isomorphism the result follows.

As a consequence of Theorem 3, we observe that if fi ^ Z(D'), then SKi(D) ^ {1}

and this is exactly the case in the counterexample that Draxl gives in [D, p. 168]. One

can also easily check that in the Platonov's counterexample in [P] we have U = Z(D') but

G(D) is not isomorphic to H(D). As another consequence of Theorem 3, we note that

in the presence of SK^D) = {1}, the centre of the derived group of D* is completely

determined by the existing rc-th roots of unity in F.
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